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FREE Cloud Health Check
How healthy are your cloud costs?



Struggling to understand why 
cloud adoption has failed?

Nordcloud offers a Free Health Check (FHC) service for 
customers who are struggling to understand why cloud 
adoption has failed to meet expectations in one or more 
areas. 

Nordcloud has helped hundreds of organisations make 
significant cloud savings. Our free health check will help 
you to understand where and how you can make similar 
savings. 

Cloud Health Check | nordcloud.com

The FHC focuses on completing a high    
level assessment around three areas:

1 Cost Control

2 Governance & Enablement 

3 Modernisation

Cloud Health Check.
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PROCESS AND DELIVERABLES

Review process 
The assessment is carried out through a series of customer 
questionnaires, a two-hour review session of the answers  
and a two-hour deck presentation and discussion with our 
experts.

Ensuring best practise
As part of the assessment, we compare the current processes 
and procedures in place in these areas with those based on 
recommendations by leading partners, industry best practices 
and our own experience. We grade each section using a traffic 
light system (red, yellow or green).

KEY VALUE 

Indentify new opportunities 
We will highlight what could be achieved by addressing 
every area that is currently not in the green status of the 
traffic light system.

Empower your team with leading expertise 
The program also delivers a good overview of your overall 
cloud health, providing the opportunity to directly engage 
with the Nordcloud team, who are leading experts in 
Microsoft Azure and cloud skills.

Indentify cost savings 
This process will help you identify exactly how you can 
make both short and long term cost savings across your 
cloud and core infrastructure. 
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We help cure cloud failure 
quickly – at a fraction of what 
you think it will cost.

Nordcloud is a European leader in cloud migration, 
application modernisation, development, managed 
services and training.

With Critical Cloud Care, you get cloud-native experts 
untangling issues, pre-empting new pitfalls, providing 
essential technical support, reducing your infrastructure 
spend – and helping you achieve better, more sustainable 
results.

Faster results

We’re cloud pioneers with a 100% cloud heritage. This means we’re not 
just jumping on bandwagons or superimposing trends on to legacy ways 
of working. You get better, faster results because you have cloud natives 
guiding your journey.

Empowered teams

Our entire approach is about empowering your teams, not creating de-
pendencies. From technology to training, from design to DevOps, you 
get the support needed to capitalise on cloud benefits. That way, you’re 
positioned to maximise the cost savings and value potential of the cloud 
ongoing. 

Global cloud leadership

We’re a leading challenger in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant with the                           
highlest levels of accreditations with leading partners. You therefore get 
the leading advice in the industry to help drive value from cloud for your 
business.

Contact us to book your free cloud 
health check

Contact us

https://www2.nordcloud.com/startyourmigration
https://nordcloud.com/book-your-cloud-health-check/

